
When is this behavior

What is happening right

What is happening right

“GET A CAB” is an acronym to help us remember the seven dimensions
of ABA. In this edition, we look at the “C,” which stands for
“conceptually systematic.”

This month we look at “conceptually systematic.” This part of our

acronym, "GET A CAB," refers to using behavior principles that are

important for learners. At Burrell, we help families with this by

ensuring we use scientific methods that are proven to help learners. 

All procedures used in practice should be related to the principles of

behavior analysis. This can be exemplified when a behavior analyst

references back to collected data to ask the following: 

       happening most often? 

       before the behavior? 

       after the behavior? 

Asking these questions

ensures we return to the

science of ABA rather than

“guesswork.” 

This is also practiced when

we use Behavior Skills Training

(BST) to coach staff, caregivers and educators. BST uses instruction,

modeling, rehearsal and feedback. 
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Practicing the dimension of conceptually systematic means everything done in

an ABA program should relate to a research supported behavior analytic

concept, such as shaping, positive reinforcement, errorless teaching and

Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence (ABC) forms. 

When we address “behavior” we define it operationally, rather than subjectively.

For example, we might define “tantrum” as “any instance in which the child

engages in two or more of the following behaviors

at the same: crying, throwing, and/or flopping

(going limp). When we simply say “tantrum,”

we are not practicing conceptual systematic

principles as we are not giving a clear picture of

what “tantrum” means for that specific learner. 

Clear operational definitions ensure accurate data

collection, accurate implementation of

interventions and progress for the learner! 

As caregivers, if you are not sure how to

define a specific behavior, ask for clarification

from your learners supervising BCBA. 

Use the tips in gold box to practice.

Monthly Try It

Noteworthy

Years at Burrell: 5

Role at Burrell: Board Certified Behavior

Analyst

Favorite Quote: “It’s not about what it is, it’s

about what it can become."

– The Lorax

Best Part of Your Job: The best part of my

job is getting to see the kids progress over

time. I love talking to parents about exciting

things their child has accomplished at

home or at school.
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Upcoming Holidays

Burrell offices will be closed

November 25-26 for

Thanksgiving, December 24

for Christmas and December

31 for New Year's Eve. 

Upcoming Events & Reminders

Alamo for All

Alamo for All is a sensory-friendly movie program for guests

with special needs and new parents. All ages are welcome to

enjoy a movie experience with the lights turned on, sound turned

down, talking and moving about is allowed, and adaptive tech is

permitted. See upcoming shows at: https://bit.ly/3auQ5NB

burrellcenter.com

practicing the dimension of conceptually systematic

Give written feedback: Kind words can go far in sharing appreciation. 

Donate a book in your learner’s name to the public library or your child’s

school library. 

Go treat yourself to something special. Remember you are an integral

part of your learner’s success. Your commitment to your child’s learning

and growth is what makes our job such a gift. 

With the holiday season nearing, we would like to remind you, that as BCBAs

and RBTs, we have a code of ethics to follow regarding gifts. While gift-giving

is an expected norm in most cultures, the BACB's Professional and

Compliance Code of Behavior Analysts states, "Behavior Analyst do not

accept any gifts from or give any gifts to clients because this constitutes a

multiple relationship (1.06d)." The best gift we could have is the opportunity

to make a difference in your child's life. Rather than give a gift, here are some

great alternatives: 

1.

2.

3.

Practice at home and in the community

defining behaviors operationally. 

When your BCBA provides treatment plan

feedback, ask them to model the target.

Schedule a Zoom with your BCBA so you

can have the opportunity to rehearse with

your learner. 

In looking at the adjacent visual "Reframe

the Behavior", how would you define for

your learner the following words:

frustration, stressor, barrier or reward?


